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This was the first film by Ajith Kumar to be dubbed into Tamil. [174] His Telugu version of the same name
Gambler, which released in 224 screens. [155] For Tamil release the film was initially supposed to be dubbed in
Telugu. [175] Rajinikanth was first opposed to it, while Sathyaraj agreed to dub for Ajith after the dubbing of his

Kumki was postponed. Ajith acted in the dubbing of only three scenes in the film, mainly addressing the voters of
his home state. The rest of the lines were dubbed by actors. [53] Mankatha's release on 16 November 2011 in the

Overseas Tamil diaspora was the second release in the Telugu version of the film, which released on the same
day, [176] but was dubbed in the Tamil version with additional scenes. [177] Over the first weekend of December,
Mankatha remained in the second place in the Tamil box office. [178] The film sold 12.75 percent of its total shows
on the first day, which was higher than the previous film's 11.7 percent. [179] The collections were low for the first
weekend, due to the release of many new films. [180] The next week, the film grossed Template:INR41.7million,

ahead of the competition, [181] bringing its total to Template:INR323million by the end of its first week.
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Cinevistaayal had purchased the film's English dubbing rights. The makers later confirmed that they
also bought the Tamil dubbing rights for overseas release. [50] [51] Having declined the US

theatrical release, the film began screening in theatres across the Middle East on 9 November 2011.
[52] In the United Kingdom, the film was released in some cinemas and served as an official Tamil

release. [53] In October 2011, Thrilling Combines released Manam Kannu movie tamil hd 720p
1080p watch full movie online in 190×120 resolution in-flight streaming. [54] The rights for the film's
international release were secured by MovieMakers Films. [55] On 6 October 2011, the film's Tamil

dubbing rights were acquired by AVM Productions for distribution in India. [56] [57] Noted Indian film
producer Bellamkonda Suresh acquired the distribution rights of the film. [58] Filmed in a single

schedule in Romania, at a budget of 50 million euros, the film was selected as the official Tamil entry
at the 68th edition of the Venice Film Festival. [59] [60] It was the first Tamil film to be screened in
the Indian Panorama section of the festival. The premiere of the film was attended by Karunanidhi

and sports minister M.A. Suresh, who has challenged Shanmugapriyan a boxing match in the wake of
the release of the film. [61] [62] 5ec8ef588b
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